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Many organisations don't
know how AI can change
the way they do business
Business leaders and technical executives are often unaware of how AI
can be used to derive specific, actionable, and measurable business
outcomes that increase efficiency and profitability.
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Technology is changing and improving at
a rapid pace. Many company decisionmakers find it impossible to keep up,
making them unaware of the advantages
that AI can deliver.

Many companies can't see the value
technology can contribute to business
growth, and many of them also don't
know where to start. Our workshop
provides both a showcase and a guide to
decision-makers.

Research shows that progressing from
decision-maker awareness to
understanding is pivotal to the adoption
and implementation of AI—and that's
precisely what our workshop is designed
to address.

What's the real value of AI?
Microsoft AI technologies are being used to empower employees to
work better and smarter, not to replace labor. Through our workshop,
you can experience real-world examples and case studies that
demonstrate the potential value of AI.

Executive awareness of AI

AI is a game-changer

Azure AI for rapid builds

Decision-makers on digital
transformation are lagging in the
adoption of AI as a game-changer.

The primary aim of our workshop is to
showcase to decision-makers the the
growth-enabling value of AI.

Azure AI helps organizations rapidly
build, deploy, and manage AI
technologies.

Moyo's Microsoft Azure AI immersion workshop
& Microsoft Azure AI
In this joint workshop that showcases the value of Azure AI, Moyo will show you how to be futureproof with capabilities you'll need today but more added continuously to meet tomorrow's needs, as
well. Learn how to create breakthrough experiences in your apps with Azure's industry-leading AI.

Azure knowledge mining

Azure Machine Learning

Azure Bot Service

Discover how to derive quick insights
from data by using Azure knowledge
mining and Azure Cognitive Services.

Build Azure Machine Learning models
easily, scale solutions, and deploy
applications from anywhere.

Quickly build comprehensive bot
solutions with the Azure Bot Service
framework technology to increase
efficiency.

Customer success: What those
who attended have to say
"Thank you so much for the informative and fun workshop. I have learnt
a lot. Each topic was given enough time so I didn't feel like something
was being left behind throughout the workshop." —Tebogo Mokale,
Director: Digital & Analytics, SNG Grant Thornton

Customer thoughts on possible projects
"Auto ML looks promising as a way to utilise machine learning quickly without requiring extensive knowledge of the
field." —Philip Seimenis, Business Intelligence Lead, VAT IT

What customers liked about the workshop
"Practical examples. Actually using the services (even with a demo dataset) helps loads when it comes to
understanding the potential." —Sam Makama, Head of Software Development, Qode Healthcare

Workshop feedback we've received
For the question "How would you rate the workshop?" 85 percent responded "Excellent," and 95 percent of
respondents indicated that they would recommend it to others.

Experience it for yourself. Get in
touch for more information
Call for more information: 0829008382
Ask a question via email: hello@moyoafrica.com

Learn more
See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

